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WORK HAS CHANGED.
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Quality of the work environment is 
the second most important factor 
determining job satisfaction.*

IS YOUR WORKPLACE READY? 

A fundamental shift is taking place in our world and the ways 

people work—one that has a profound impact on the places 

and spaces where we work. We believe that the workplace is 

more important than ever and that it can be a key strategic 

business tool. But only if it’s designed to support the ways 

people and organizations work today.

*Steelcase Workplace Satisfaction Surveys
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INSPIRING SPACES THAT PERFORM.
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ALL IN THE DETAILS

The highly refined aesthetic of Montage® paired 

with high-performance features create a range 

of inspiring spaces within any work environment. 

Details such as premium finishes, frosted glass,  

and tiles to the floor create a tailored aesthetic 

matching your organization’s culture and brand.
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REFINED AESTHETIC.
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A REASON TO WORK IN THE OFFICE

Work is happening everywhere. In the office. At home. In 

other places. Now more than ever employees are seeking 

office spaces that support their tasks and inspire their 

work. Easy access to technology, tools for collaboration, 

ample worksurface space, and precise aesthetics make 

the Montage office a destination of choice.

*Steelcase Workplace Satisfaction Surveys

90% of employees say a great view is important— 
working in that great view is even better.*

41% of workers feel their workplace fails to attract  
and retain employees.*
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OPTIMIZING REAL ESTATE.

MORE WITH LESS

After personnel, real estate is the second most costly expense 

for most organizations. Montage in a benching application uses 

panels to effectively route power and data while maintaining 

visual order. Layered elements create ample surface to spread 

out, while amenities such as the personal caddy and Details® 

Worktools offer an additional level of functionality.

Similar planning logic can integrate additional privacy elements 

and ergonomic features like a soft-edge worksurface to support 

more concentrated individual work.
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SPACE TO COLLABORATE

Effective collaboration supports information sharing, comparing and contrasting content, and generating 

new ideas. Montage with glass tiles and glass pocket door blends easily with building architecture to 

create a conference space that is reconfigurable and puts collaboration on center stage. media:scape® 

conference settings further boost collaboration, helping teams innovate faster.
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PERFECTLY SUPPORTED

Understanding wellness in the workplace means creating settings that provide tools to support people 

physically, cognitively, and emotionally. Montage combined with Airtouch® height-adjustable tables 

encourage multiple postures and movement throughout the day. Personal LED lighting and lower panel 

heights offer users access to natural light, creating an inspiring space.

UNIQUELY USER-CENTERED.
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PERFECTLY TAILORED

Professional services environments require a balance of refined 

aesthetics and features that address unique user needs, all with the 

flexibility to change with the times. Montage panels blend seamlessly 

with products like Elective Elements® to help create beautiful, flexible 

environments for all levels of the organization. Interchangeable storage 

and panel components mean that today’s environments can easily be 

reconfigured as your business needs change.
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RANGE OF MATERIALS.

FROM WOOD TO STEEL, FABRIC, GLASS, AND BEYOND, MONTAGE OFFERS A RANGE OF MATERIALS FOR ANY DESIGN STATEMENT.

Walnut veneer components maintain a 

connection to tradition, while aluminum 

accents and frosted glass tiles suggest  

an influence that is decidedly contemporary.

Desert oak surfaces and casegoods 

offer a more casual, residential look that 

is still refined and professional. Wood 

tiles that extend to the floor appear more 

like millwork than the functional modular 

panels they conceal.
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White laminate tiles and clear glass stackers 

emphasize lightness and a minimalist 

aesthetic. Knife-edge worksurfaces offer 

less visual weight and make workstations 

feel more spacious.
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL.

4 5 6

7 8 9

1 2 3
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1 FRAMEONE™ LEG

Supports both surfaces and  

spine panels and is ideal for  

bench applications.

4 INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT

Supports planning flexibility  

with a light scale aesthetic.

7 TILES TO THE FLOOR

Provide a clean aesthetic  

with a built-in, refined look.

8 SOFT EDGE WORKSURFACE

Helps eliminate pressure points  

on forearms and wrists.

9 DESK CAVITY

Provides easy power and data 

access and distribution in an  

efficient amount of space.

5 FRAMELESS GLASS

Provides access to natural light while 

still defining personal space. Clear 

sightlines promote collaboration.

6 KNIFE-EDGE WORKSURFACE

Provides a lighter scale visual that  

can make small spaces feel larger.

2 PERSONAL CADDY

Offers access to contents of a 

user’s work bag.

3 POWER AND DATA ACCESS  
DOOR AND TRAY

Integrated into the worksurface for 

easy access to power and data for 

mobile devices, while cords are 

tucked neatly away.
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TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT.

Base power-in brings power into the base 
of the frame from the floor. 

A data entry tile brings voice and data 
into the lower segment of the frame 
from the floor. 

The Consolidation Point Kit provides 
easy access to connection points for 
data and voice networks. Montage 
can accommodate over 170 category 
5 cables per 20" section.

Power and data can be accessed in the 
base of the panel.  

Data can be accessed above and  
below the worksurface via the data  
termination tile.

Data and cables can be routed vertically 
and horizontally throughout the frame. 

Voice, data, and power can be brought 
into the frame from the ceiling. 

Power and data can be accessed above 
the worksurface.

The Powerkit is available in three wiring 
schematics: four circuit 3+1, four circuit 
2+2, and three circuit with separate  
neutrals (3SN). 15amp and 20amp  
receptacles are available.

Tiles

Systems Worksurfaces
Straight: 18", 24", 30"D; 24", 30", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 78", 84", 90", 96"W
Transition: 18/24", 24/30"D; 36", 42", 48", 54", 60"W
Tapered: 18/24", 24/30"D; 48", 60", 72"W
Tapered-Flat: 18/24", 18/30", 24/30"D; 48", 60", 72"W
Corner (flat front, dual, curved front):  18", 24", 30"D; 36", 42", 48", 60"W
Extended Corner: 24", 30"D; 60", 66", 72"W
120˚ Corner: 24", 30"D; 36", 42", 48"W
Spanner: 25½", 31½", 37½"D; 51", 63"W
Bullet Peninsula: 24", 30"D; 48", 60", 66", 72"W
Jetty: 24", 30"D; 66", 72", 78"W
Bubble Jetty: 24"D; 30", 36", 42", 48"W
Visitor: 24", 30"D; 24", 30", 36", 42", 48"W
Transaction: 15"D; 23", 29", 35", 41", 53"W

Frames and Doors Duo™ Storage
Duo Tall Storage: 54", 66", 78"W
Duo Slim Storage: 54", 66", 78"W
Duo Overhead Storage: 54", 66", 78"W

monTage® 

abbreviated Statement of Line

Tables
Straight: 24", 30"D; 30", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72"W
Transition: 24/30", 30/36"D; 60", 66", 72", 78"W 
Capsule: 24", 30", 36", 42", 48"D; 48", 60", 72", 84", 96"W
Rectangle: 36", 42", 48"D; 60”, 66”, 72", 84", 96"W
Round: 30”, 36", 42", 48", 54" diameter

adjustable Tables
Airtouch: 18", 24", 30"D; 42", 48", 60"W

*To the floor versions of these tile types available in some heights.

Systems Supports
FrameOne Legs for Universal: 24", 30"D

Table Supports
Cabby Leg (glide, caster): 26", 28½"H
Adjustable Height Leg (glide, caster):  
26", 28½"H 
T-Base: 27½"H; 26", 36"W 
X-Base: 27½"H; 26", 36"W

overhead Storage
Bin (sliding door, flat, radius, curved): 24", 30", 
36", 42", 48", 60", 72"W
Shelf: 24", 30", 36", 42", 48", 60", 72"W
Personal Shelf: 24", 30", 36", 42", 48"W
L-shelf: 30", 36", 42", 48"W
Slim Shelf: 24", 30", 36", 42", 48", 60", 72", 96"W

Pedestals/Laterals/Towers
Fixed Pedestal (FF, BBF): 18", 24", 30"D
Mobile Pedestal (BF, FF, BBF): 18", 24"D
Lateral File: 30", 36", 42"W; 18", 24"D; 16", 22", 28", 40", 52", 65½"H
Open Side Tower: 24"W; 24", 30"D; 47½", 52", 65½"H
Full Front Tower: 24"W; 24"D; 52", 65½"H
Vertical Drawer Tower: 24"W; 24", 30"D; 52", 65½"H
Combination Cabinet: 30", 36", 42"W; 18", 24"D; 52", 65½", 83½"H
Storage Cabinet: 30", 36", 42"W; 18", 24"D; 28", 40", 52", 65½", 83½"H
Bookcase: 24", 30", 36", 42"W; 15"D; 28", 40", 53½", 65½", 83½"H

Straight and Tapered with Soft Edge, Personal Caddy 
(Straights Only), and Power and Data Door and Tray
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PEOPLE. PLANET. PROFIT.

Steelcase aspires to create enduring value for people, planet and 
global economies by fully leveraging all our assets, relationships 
and resources. 
  
PEOPLE
We think about the communities where we work, live and do business—
which is nearly everywhere in the world. By aligning our goals for people with 
our planet and profit aspirations, we’re building the foundation for gains that 
we hope will be far-reaching and enduring.
 
PLANET
By rethinking our business systems and designing our products to avoid negative 
impacts on humans and the environment, we contribute to a sustainable future 
for the planet and its people. We commit to advance our practices through 
continuous learning and building partnerships with our customers, business 
partners and environmental thought leaders to optimize our performance and 
contribute to the science and practice of sustainability. 

PROFIT
First and foremost, we aim to bring value by working together with our customers
to create workplaces where their people love to work. It is also our responsibility 
to provide value to our shareholders so we can continue to reinvest in the 
business and generate new solutions to address customer business challenges.

We worked with McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry (MBDC), 

selecting materials assessed for human and environmental health.

Cradle to Cradle certifiedCM

SCS Indoor Advantage™ 
BIFMA level certification
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Whether you design them, manage them, or work in them, we can help you create high  
performance, sustainable work environments. We study how work gets done and how great 
spaces can help. Those insights are embedded into every product and service we offer.  
Our interior architecture, furniture, and technology solutions help organizations build their  
business, reflect their brand, and support their culture.
 
We’re unique from everyone else in our industry, in that we offer products and services  
founded in a research methodology that focuses on the user, and how they really work.
 
We are committed to maintaining our leadership role in terms of sustainable responsibility,  
and we are equally committed to the customers and designers we work with. Our job is to  
make your job easier. Our passion is helping you Love How You Work®.

Global Dealer Network
With a network of over 800 experienced dealers, we can help you create high performance,  
sustainable workspaces, anywhere in the world. Our network offers you local expertise with 
global reach. Whether your project is across town, across the country, or across the ocean,  
our dealer network will coordinate the logistics so you don’t have to. It’s local expertise with  
a global reach.

Steelcase and Dealer Services
Our extensive range of services can help you with all of the phases through which a high- 
performance environment evolves through: Measure. Explore. Plan. Provide. Manage. 
 
Measure—helping you know if your workplace is keeping pace.
Explore—helping you link your business goals with the best workplace strategy.
Plan—helping you find a solution that addresses your needs.
Provide—helping you every step of the way, from project management to move management. 
Manage—helping you maintain an effective space for today and tomorrow.

Warranty
Steelcase and your Steelcase Dealer are totally committed to providing you a great experience 
and great products. We back that up with one of the industry’s best warranties and a problem 
resolution process that ensure that any problems that arise get addressed quickly.



Call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com
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